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This 2-in-1 training kit delivers in-depth preparation plus practice for 70-441, an exam for the MCITP: Database Developer certification. Ace your exam prepand build real-world job skillswith lessons, case scenarios, practice tests, and more.     

       Key Book Benefits:
  

In-depth coverage of exam objectives and sub-objectives--plus instructive  case studies and troubleshooting scenarios to enhance your performance on  the job

 200+ practice and review questions

 Test engine that enables customized testing, pre-assessment and  post-assessment, and automated scoring and feedback

 Complete objective-by-objective review section, plus a handy exam-mapping  grid

 180-day evaluation version of SQL Server 2005 Enterprise Edition

 15 percent exam discount voucher from Microsoft (limited-time offer)

 Entire study guide in searchable eBook format     

       About the Author


   The mentors at Solid Quality Learning combine deep technical  expertise and real-world implementation experience to provide advanced  solutions and training for the Microsoft SQL Server database platform.       
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Writing for Computer ScienceSpringer, 2004

	Writing for Computer Science is an introduction to doing and describing re-

	search. For the most part the book is a discussion of good writing style and

	effective research strategies. Some of the material is accepted wisdom, some

	is controversial, and some is my opinions. Although the book is brief, it is

	designed to be...
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Heuristic Search: Theory and ApplicationsMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Search has been vital to artificial intelligence from the very beginning as a core technique in problem solving. The authors present a thorough overview of heuristic search with a balance of discussion between theoretical analysis and efficient implementation and application to real-world problems. Current developments in search such as...
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Information Security Governance (Wiley Series in Systems Engineering and Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
This book provides an understanding of governance and its relevance to information security. It gives readers a clear, step-by-step approach to developing a sound security strategy aligned with their business objectives in order to ensure a predictable level of functionality and assurance. Next, it explores various approaches to implementing the...
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The Killer Book of True Crime: Incredible Stories, Facts and Trivia from the World of Murder and MayhemSourcebooks, Inc., 2007

	This book is designed to serve up a potpourri of delectable information about crime in a manner that’s entertaining, informative, and satisfying. It should be right down the average crime lover’s gurney—or rather, alley.


	This book serves up crime in a variety of ways. There are Notable Quotables (quotes from...
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Theories of Programming LanguagesCambridge University Press, 2009

	This textbook is a broad but rigorous survey of the theoretical basis for the design, definition, and implementation of programming languages, and of systems for specifying and proving program behavior. It encompasses imperative and functional programming, as well as the ways of integrating these aspects into more general languages. Basic...
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Making TeX Work (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1994

	
		TeX is a powerful tool for creating professional quality typeset text and is unsurpassed at typesetting mathematical equations, scientific text, and multiple languages. Many books describe how you use TeX to construct sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. Until now, no book has described all the software that actually lets you build,...
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